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Good morning!

Good morning everyone!

Not much to say this morning other than have a lovely day and enjoy 
the nice weather!

I thought I would include another riddle this morning...

What has a bottom at the top?

Find answer on last page.



Maths

Use this video link to watch Mr Bansal explain the ‘We Do’ slides and go 
through the questions.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6I-n5A1hsxQ

After you watch the video, complete the rest of the questions yourself.

There will be answers at the end.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6I-n5A1hsxQ






















Here are the 

answers –

https://www.yo

utube.com/wat

ch?v=vEPA0lLW

5gM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vEPA0lLW5gM


Reading
Big Picture!

Read the following text and answer the questions.





Answer these questions...

1) What does it mean by "Mr Butterworth had been at pains to make 
him feel at ease"?

2) How does Mike describe Gemma's eyes?

3) Thinking about your answer to question , what does this mean?

4) What do people at school think of Gemma? How do you know? Use 
PE to explain your answer fully.

5) How does Kane shrugging and smiling let mike know that he had a 
friend?



SPaG
Go onto Spelling Frame and complete activities on Rule 51-

Homophones.

https://spellingframe.co.uk/



English









Again, just a reminder of what you are aiming 
for...
Truculent and deadly, the fearsome Chowarangasaurus resides in 
the murky depths of the vast Amazon river, deep in the wild jungle 
of South America. So named after the native Peruvian word 
for 'demon', the species is extremely rare and seldom seen by mankind.

If you were in school, we would keep returning to our shared write on 
the board as a reminder of how you should write.



Task

Write the 'Habitat' section for your non-chronological report.

Use your plan and make sure you include every part of information you 
had in your plan.

Don't just write it in note form. You need actual sentences now.

Enjoy!



Answer to riddle!

Legs


